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Abstract Identification and characterization of protein

functional surfaces are important for predicting protein

function, understanding enzyme mechanism, and docking

small compounds to proteins. As the rapid speed of accu-

mulation of protein sequence information far exceeds that

of structures, constructing accurate models of protein

functional surfaces and identify their key elements become

increasingly important. A promising approach is to build

comparative models from sequences using known structural

templates such as those obtained from structural genome

projects. Here we assess how well this approach works in

modeling binding surfaces. By systematically building

three-dimensional comparative models of proteins using

MODELLER, we determine how well functional surfaces can

be accurately reproduced. We use an alpha shape based

pocket algorithm to compute all pockets on the modeled

structures, and conduct a large-scale computation of simi-

larity measurements (pocket RMSD and fraction of func-

tional atoms captured) for 26,590 modeled enzyme protein

structures. Overall, we find that when the sequence frag-

ment of the binding surfaces has more than 45% identity to

that of the template protein, the modeled surfaces have on

average an RMSD of 0.5 Å, and contain 48% or more of the

binding surface atoms, with nearly all of the important

atoms in the signatures of binding pockets captured.

Keywords Protein binding surface � Comparative model �
Signatures of binding pockets � Amylase

Abbreviation

PDB Protein data bank

EC Enzyme commission

CASTp Computed atlas of surface topography of

proteins

pRMSD Pocket root mean square deviation

pvSOAR Pocket and void surface patterns of amino acid

residues

SOLAR Signature of local active regions

Introduction

Proteins carry out their biological functions through bind-

ing interactions with other molecules. Knowledge of pro-

tein functional surfaces can provide important insight into

how molecules interact. Identifying and characterizing

binding sites on protein surfaces is an important task for

structure-based function inference. Its success will aid in

understanding of protein function, mechanism of enzyme

reactions [1–4], characterization of differences of molec-

ular interactions in natural and disease states [5], and

designing of novel therapeutic compounds [6].

A variety of methods for binding site prediction have

been developed [7–32]. One successful approach is

through a database search for proteins that are similar to

the query protein in certain aspects, such as sequence, fold,
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and physicochemical properties, and infer the functions of

the query protein by transferring functional annotations

from matched proteins [33–36]. However, as overall pro-

tein sequence or fold similarity often do not lead to

functional similarity [37, 38], a promising approach for

function prediction is to search proteins with similar local

binding surfaces [18–25, 28–32, 39]. Fetrow et al. devel-

oped a method using active-site profiles to identify resi-

dues located in the spatial environment around the active

site [18]. Babbitt et al. developed a method for establishing

patterns of conservation that characterize individual

superfamilies [40]. Binkowski et al. developed a method

that matches binding surfaces by both sequence composi-

tion and geometric shape [22, 23, 25], which has been

shown to be effective in predicting functions of proteins

whose structures were solved in structural genomics pro-

ject [23]. Tseng et al. extended this approach by incorpo-

rating evolutionary selection pressure due to biological

function for assessment of binding surface similarity.

Using a continuous time Markov model for residue sub-

stitution and an explicit phylogenetic tree, these authors

were able to predict the functions of a large number of

enzymes with accuracy [41]. Dundas et al. developed a

method called SOLAR based on sequence order independent

alignment of protein binding surfaces [42, 43] and suc-

cessfully captured biologically important structural

features.

A major limitation of these methods is the lack of

high-resolution protein structures for detailed modeling of

protein function surfaces, as current speed in deciphering

protein sequences far exceeds that of protein structures.

To infer protein functions from sequences and to build

accurate structural models of functional surfaces, a

promising approach is to derive model protein structures

by template-based comparative modeling [44]. Compara-

tive modeling can generate a large number of protein

structures, often with high accuracy when the sequence

identity between template and target proteins is C30%

[45–49].

However, to our best knowledge, there has not been a

systematic study on how well functional surfaces are

reproduced in comparatively modeled protein structures.

In this study, we evaluate on a large scale the effective-

ness of comparative modeled protein structures in recon-

struction of the binding surfaces of enzymes with diverse

biological functions. We further develop criteria under

which comparative models can be expected to produce

accurate functional surfaces. Our paper is organized as

follows. We first describe the data set, evaluation criteria,

and overall computational procedures in the Methods

section. This is followed by detailed description of our

findings in the Results section. We conclude with remarks

and discussion.

Materials and methods

Dataset

We first compiled a set of protein structures consisting of

all enzyme proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [50,

51]. We then selected a subset of structures with the criteria

of choosing the ones with reported R-values [52], with

known enzyme commission (E.C.) numbers and with

explicitly annotated binding site residues in the PDB file.

This leads to a set of 13,166 protein structures, representing

231 different enzyme families, each with a distinct E.C.

number. A different set of proteins consisting of 131 pro-

teins in the a-amylase family and 31 proteins in the

b-amylase family was constructed for detailed analysis of

binding surface signatures.

Construction of modeled protein structures

For each of the 231 enzyme families, we carry out pairwise

Smith-Waterman local sequence alignment [53] for all

ordered pairs of proteins within the enzyme family. We

select a subset of pairs of aligned proteins using the following

criteria: First, only pairs with sequence identity more than

30% and less than 90% are selected. Second, only pairs with

no more than three consecutively unaligned residues at either

end of the sequence fragments for both binding pockets are

selected. This restriction is necessary to prevent the gener-

ation of unrealistic structures using the MODELLER package.

This results in a set of 26,590 pairs of proteins.

Next, for each ordered pair, a comparative model of protein

structure is constructed for the second protein using the first

protein as the structural template. MODELLER is a widely

used tool for comparative modeling of protein structures. The

main-chain atoms of core regions are obtained by superposing

the core segment with the core structural template whose

sequence is closest. Loops are generated by scanning a data-

base of all known protein structures to identify the structurally

variable regions that fit the anchor core regions and have a

compatible sequence. Side chains are modeled based on their

intrinsic conformational preferences and on the conformation

of equivalent side chains in the template structures. Details of

the MODELLER software can be found in reference [54]. We use

the MODELLER package with default setting of parameters [44,

54]. As in many studies of comparative modeling of protein

structures [55–60], we used default parameter values of

MODELLER in our study. This choice is also necessary for the

large scale study carried out.

Identification of functional surface

For each protein pair , we use the CASTp server [61] to

identify their functional surface, which is taken as the
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surface pocket containing annotated binding site residues.

If there are more than one such pockets on a protein

structure, only the largest one is selected, as the largest

pocket often correspond to enzyme binding site [20, 29].

Identity of sequence fragments of binding pocket

Next, the fragment sequence identity formed by residues

lining on the wall of each surface pocket is calculated:

sðA;NÞ ¼ jAjjN j ;

where A is the set of aligned residues in the template

pocket that are identical to corresponding residues of query

protein sequence, N is the set of all residues in template

pocket. Here jAj and jN j denote the number of elements in

set A and N ; respectively.

Pocket-RMSD (pRMSD) measure

To assess how well the functional surface is modeled

structurally, we measure the similarity between binding

pockets on the modeled structure and on the real structure,

as all proteins selected have known structures in the PDB.

The first measure we use is the pocket-RMSD (pRMSD).

We compare atoms in the binding pocket of the real

protein structure to the corresponding atoms in the modeled

structure. Denote the set of pocket atoms on the binding

pocket of the real structure as P ¼ ða1; a2; . . .; anÞ and the

corresponding set of modeled atoms P0 as P0 ¼
ða01; a02; . . .; a0nÞ; where ai 2 R

3 and a0i 2 R
3 are the coor-

dinates of the i-the atom in the real binding pocket and in

the modeled structure, respectively, and n is the total

number of atoms in the real binding pocket. The pocket-

RMSD is calculated as:

pRMSD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pn
i¼1 kai � Ra0ik

2

n

s

;

where R is the optimum rigid body rotation matrix which

can be found using singular value decomposition (Fig. 1a).

[62] that generates the least pRMSD value after translating

the center of mass of each pocket to the origin.

Measure of recall of pocket atoms

To assess how complete the modeled binding surface is

capturing the full binding surface on the real protein

structure, we use the measure of recall of pocket atoms,

namely the ratio of atoms in the real functional pocket that

are captured in the modeled binding pocket. For each

modeled structure, the recall r of real pocket atoms is

calculated as

r ¼ jM
T

Rj
jRj ;

where R is the set of atoms on the real functional surface,

andM is the set of atoms from the modeled structure that

are from the functional surface on the template structure

(Fig. 1b).

Signatures of enzyme binding surfaces

Proteins often experience conformational changes and have

complex binding activities. As a result, structures of the

same enzyme family often have binding surfaces adopting

different shapes. To determine structurally preserved and

varied regions of the binding surface across an enzyme

family, we compute the signature pockets of the enzyme

binding surfaces using a method called SOLAR (Signature

Of Local Active Regions, [43]).

Briefly, the signature pocket is calculated by first car-

rying out an all versus all sequence-order-independent

pairwise structural alignment of the binding pockets from

protein structures of the same enzyme activity (Fig. 2a).

The structural alignments are then clustered hierarchically

(Fig. 2b), and the resulting clustering tree is used to

recursively combine two structurally aligned surfaces into

one new surface pocket, representative of the original two

binding surfaces (Fig. 2c). This procedure is carried out

recursively until a pre-determined threshold of similarity is

reached. By recording the preservation ratio for each atom

in the final surface pocket, we can assess how conserved a

specific atom is among all protein structures of the same

enzyme function that were used to construct the signature

pocket. Signature pockets consisting of those atoms above

certain preservation ratio threshold from such analysis have

shown to uncover atoms and residues that are important for

Fig. 1 Quantitative measures for assessing quality of modeled

protein binding surfaces. a The pRMSD measures overall shape

similarity of two binding surfaces. Atoms in red are functional surface

atoms from real protein structure, and atoms in blue are corresponding

atoms in modeled protein structure. After superimposing the centers

of mass of the two binding pockets and rotating one surface pocket

optimally, the point RMSD between corresponding atoms of real and

modeled binding surfaces provides a measure of how the two surfaces

differ in overall shape. b The recall of pocket atoms measures the

fraction of atoms in the binding surface of the real structure (left) that

are captured in the modeled binding surface (right). In this example,

the recall of the real pocket atoms is 76%, as 41 out 54 atoms in the

real binding surface are found in the modeled binding surface
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biological functions. Details of SOLAR is published in ref-

erence [43].

Measure of signature recall of real pocket atoms

To evaluate how well the modeled functional surface

retains biologically important atoms, we calculate the sig-

nature recall rs as:

rs ¼
jM

T

Sj
jSj ;

where S is the set of atoms in the signature pocket derived

from real structures of the enzyme family, andM is the set

of atoms from the modeled structure that are mapped from

the functional surface on the template structure.

Results

Protein binding surfaces are much more conserved

than the full sequences

Our set of proteins have diverse distribution of sequence

identity between template and query proteins (Fig. 3a). This

diverse distribution allows for a comprehensive and accurate

assessment of the accuracy in constructed protein binding

surfaces when using template-based comparative model.

Residues participating in the formation of binding

pockets come from different regions in the primary

sequences upon folding. These residues provide the nec-

essary micro environment for biochemical reactions to

occur, and often experience strong selection pressure.

When these residues are concatenated, the resulting shorter

sequence fragments have overall much higher sequence

identity between protein pairs compared to that of the full

sequences (Fig. 3b). The average identity for aligned

pocket sequence fragments is 72%, which is much higher

than the average identity of 52% for aligned backbone

sequences. This indicates that there are strong similarity

relationship between the functional surfaces of proteins.

This is consistent with earlier findings [22, 23, 41, 63].

Shapes of binding surfaces in modeled protein

structures

To evaluate how well modeled binding surfaces preserve

the overall shapes of binding surfaces on real structures, we

measure the pocket-RMSD pRMSD between them. The

pRMSD value for each pair of real structure and modeled

structure of 26,590 proteins are summarized in Fig. 4a, in

which the distributions of pRMSD values at different

intervals of identity of sequence fragments of binding

pocket are shown.

We find that comparative modeling tools generally

produce high quality models of binding surfaces. The

overall average pRMSD of functional surface, which on

average contain about 127 atoms, is less than 0.5 Å.

Sequence identity of binding pocket and recall

of pocket atoms

We use the recall of pocket atoms r to measure the fraction

of atoms in the real binding surfaces that appear in the

corresponding binding surface pocket in the modeled pro-

tein structure. A high recall value indicates close to full

identification of the functional surface atoms, and a low

Fig. 2 Construction of signatures of binding surface pocket.

Enzymes from the metalloendopeptidase family (E.C.number:

3.4.24) are used for illustration. a Pairs of functional surface pockets

from different structures of this enzyme function are aligned

structurally in a sequence-order-independent fashion. b Their surface

pockets are then organized into a hierarchical tree based on measured

pairwise similarity. c The hierarchical tree is used as a guide, and

surface pockets of member proteins of the clade are combined

recursively into a signature pocket. More details can be found in

reference [43]
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recall value indicates that many binding surface atoms are

missing in the modeled binding surface pocket.

The results of 26,590 proteins are summarized in

Fig. 4b. The overall recall of real pocket atoms is 46%.

However, for pairs whose sequence fragments identity is

less than 45%, the average recall of real pocket atoms is

only 25%. This suggests that if the fragment sequence

identity between the unknown protein and the template

protein is C45%, comparative model can recapture a large

portion of the true binding surfaces.

For a set of 4,848 protein pairs, we have examined

results of modeled binding surfaces using alternatively

either protein as the template. As proteins are subject to

conformational fluctuation, binding surface in different
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Fig. 3 Binding surfaces are

generally more conserved

compared to the full protein

sequences. a Sequence identities

between pairs of structural

template and query proteins.

Only those with [30% of

sequence identity are used in

this study. b The distribution of

fragment sequence identity

against overall identity of the

full sequences. Here we use box

plots to summarize the

characteristics of the

distribution. The top edge of the

box represents the 75th

percentile of the distribution;

center line represents the

median; the bottom edge the

25th percentile; The average

identity for aligned pocket

sequence fragments is 72%,

which is much higher than the

average identity of 52% of

aligned backbone sequences
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Fig. 4 Assessment of the shape

and completeness of modeled

functional surface pockets

constructed by template-based

comparative modeling method.

a The distribution of pRMSD
values between modeled and

real binding surfaces for a set of

25,960 enzyme structures. Box
plot of pRMSD are shown at

different intervals of fragment

sequence identity. Overall,

modeled binding surfaces have

very small pRMSD (on average

0.26 Å). b The distribution of

the recall, namely, fractions of

real pocket atoms captured in

the modeled binding surfaces

(recall) of the same set of

modeled enzyme structures. The

average recall of real pocket

atoms is 46%
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PDB structures may have differences. For example, there

may be different usage of residues to form the binding

pockets. Overall, we find that when protein structures with

larger binding surfaces are used as templates, modeled

binding surfaces have slightly better pRMSD and better

recall of pocket atoms (data is not shown).

Effects of R-value on quality of modeled

binding surface

We examine whether the R-value of the template structure

affects the quality of the modeled binding surface. R-value

measures how well the simulated diffraction pattern of the

solved structure matches the experimentally-observed dif-

fraction pattern [52]. A perfect fit has an R-value of 0, and

a complete random fit has an R value of 0.63, while typical

R-values are around 0.20. Here the average R-value of the

template structures used to generate the 26,590 models is

0.19. The overall distribution of R-value is shown in

Fig. 5a. We examined specifically whether the quality of

modeled surfaces for the structures whose R-values are

in the lowest 5% (with R \ 0.14), the top 5% (with

R [ 0.24), and the middle 90% is different. We compare

the distributions of both pRMSD and recall of pocket atoms

for structures modeled using templates from these three

sets. By plotting the quantiles from different sets against

each other to obtain the Q-Q plot, we graphically compare

the corresponding two distributions. If the two distributions

being compared are similar, points in the Q–Q plot will

approximately lie on the diagonal [64].

The Q–Q plots of pRMSD and recall for the lowest 5%

and the middle 90%, for the top 5% and the middle 90%

are summarized in Fig. 5b–e, respectively. In all four

cases, the points approximately lie on the diagonals, sug-

gesting that structures with different R-values do not have

substantially different distribution in pRMSD and recall.

That is, different R-values of template structures do not

significantly affect the quality of modeled binding surfaces.
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Fig. 5 R-value of template structure and quality of modeled binding

surfaces. a The distribution of R-values of template protein structures

used in the modeling of a total of 25,960 proteins. The mean R-value

is 0.19. The two red vertical lines at R = 0.14 and R = 0.24 divide

the samples into the lowest 5%, middle 90%, and top 5%. Q–Q plots

of distributions of b values of recall of pocket atoms and c pRMSD

values between those with R-value below 0.14 and those with R-value

between 0.14 and 0.24. Q–Q plots of distributions of d recall of

pocket atoms and e pRMSD between those with R-value above 0.24

and those with R-value between 0.14 and 0.24. Overall, these plots

show that these distributions are alike, indicating that the R-value of a

template structure has very limited influence on the quality of the

modeled binding surface
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Sequence identity of binding pockets and recall

of signature atoms

Although in some cases comparative modeled protein

structures have poor recall, namely, only a fraction of

binding surface atoms are modeled correctly, we examine

whether the key elements in a binding surfaces are mod-

eled. As signatures of binding pockets provide information

about spatially preserved atoms, they provide a map of key

components that define the binding pocket.

Here we examine how well comparative models capture

key atoms in the signature of the binding pocket for the

enzyme class of amylase. Amylase plays an important role

in breaking starch down into sugar. This enzyme family

contains members whose sequences have diverged signif-

icantly, with members sharing often less than 25%

sequence identity.

We have built comparative models for 162 sequences of

amylase, including 131 a-amylase and 31 b-amylase using

template structures. Overall, we have 3,406 modeled

structures based on aligned pairs with the criteria of

sequence identity between sequences of template and

modeled structures must range from 30 to 90%, with the

same gap restriction described earlier. We then construct

two sets of signature pockets, one set from real amylase

structures, and another set from modeled structures of the

same set of amylase sequences.

The signature pockets of real amylase structures are

shown in the left panel of Fig. 6, along with their clustering

tree, and the signature pockets of the modeled amylase

structures and their tree are shown in the right panel of

Fig. 6. Overall, we find that the signature pockets derived

from modeled amylase structures are structurally very

similar to signature pockets derived from real protein

structures. Although there may be missing binding surface

atoms in modeled structures, the key elements in signatures

are often modeled accurately, with overall shape preserved.

This is also demonstrated by recall analysis. We calcu-

lated the fraction of atoms appearing in the signature of

real amylase binding pockets that are faithfully captured in

modeled amylase binding pockets. The value of recall of

all atoms and signature pocket atoms of modeled amylase

binding pockets were plotted against identity of sequence

fragments of binding pockets in Fig. 7a, b, respectively.

The average recall of atoms of the full binding pocket is

77%, and this recall is improved to 94% when only sig-

nature atoms are considered. For those amylase with

identity C45% between sequence fragments of binding

pocket of modeled protein and template protein, the recall

is also improved from 79 to 96%. Our results indicate that

template-based models accurately model the structurally

preserved and functionally important atoms of the binding

pocket.

Signature binding pockets are well preserved

in modeled binding surfaces

Because an enzyme family can bind to a diverse set of

substrates and because similar or identical substrates may

adopt different configurations, enzyme binding surfaces

Fig. 6 The signatures of the binding surfaces of amylase derived

from real structures (left) and from modeled structures (right).
Binding surfaces on a- and b-amylase have their own basis set of

signatures, and each requires two signature pockets. In each case, the

two signatures correspond to conformations of the binding pocket

with and without substrate bound. The clustering trees that were used

to generate signatures are also shown. Signature pockets derived from

modeled amylase structures are very similar structurally to signature

pockets derived from real protein structures
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may experience significant differences in overall shape to

accommodate these substrates. The SOLAR method can

automatically identify multiple signatures that are required

to account for the diverse substrate-binding surface con-

formations. These different signatures form the basis set of

binding surfaces of an enzyme family. For the set of

amylase structures, the basis set consists of two signature

pockets for a-amylase and another two signature pockets

for b-amylase. In either case, the two signature pockets

represent conformations of the binding pocket with and

without substrate bound (Fig. 6).

We found that modeled amylase binding surfaces also

preserve such detailed information. The basis set of sig-

nature pockets derived from binding pockets of real amy-

lase structures is very similar to the basis set derived from

modeled amylase structures (Fig. 6). For example, there

are two signatures for the binding surfaces with bound and

unbound substrate for either a-amylase or b-amylase,

respectively. All these details are fully captured in signa-

tures derived from modeled binding surfaces, with two

signatures for bound and unbound conformations for both

a- and b-amylases. Overall, we found that signature bind-

ing pockets are well preserved in modeled protein struc-

tures and the important structural elements of the binding

surfaces are accurately modeled.

Correlation of quality of local binding surface

and global structure

The overall distribution of global RMSD of Ca atoms

between modeled and real structures is shown in Fig. 8a.

The distribution of pRMSD between modeled binding

surface and real binding surface is shown in Fig. 8b. Their

correlation is not strong (Fig. 8c, R2 = 0.22). Majority of

the modeled structures have good overall structure (low

global RMSD) and their binding pockets are modeled well

(low pocket RMSD). Nevertheless, 25 out of the 25,960

modeled proteins have poor global RMSD values (global

RMSD [ 3.0 Å) but excellent pocket RMSD (pocket

RMSD \0.5 Å). Detailed examination revealed that often

this reflects accurately modeled secondary structures and

loop regions near the binding site, with a number of poorly

modeled loop regions in other parts of the protein, which

results in overall poor global RMSD value. An example is

shown in Fig. 8d.

Discussion

Identification and characterization of functional surfaces of

enzymes are important for gaining insight into their
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Fig. 7 Capturing biologically important signature atoms in modeled

binding pockets of amylases. a The fraction of atoms on real

functional surface that are captured in modeled protein surface

(recall) is plotted against fragment sequence identity for 3,406

modeled amylase protein structures. The average recall is 77%. b The

fraction of signature atoms on real functional surface that are captured

in modeled protein surface (signature recall) is plotted. The overall

average recall of signature atoms is 94%, much higher than the recall

when all pocket atoms are considered (77%). For pairs whose identity

of sequence fragments of binding pocket is greater than 45%, the

average recall is 96%, which is much higher than that of recall of real

pocket atoms (79%)
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mechanism, and can lead to accurate prediction of protein

functions through similarity comparison of local binding

surfaces. However, a significant limitation for studying

protein functional surfaces is the availability of high res-

olution protein structures. A promising approach towards

solving this problem is to analyze protein functions using

accurately modeled protein structures derived from struc-

tural templates such as those obtained from structural

genomic projects.

Our study based on the amylase family suggest that

modeled protein functional surfaces can capture a majority

of the biologically important atoms, with overall 94% of

the signature atoms included, far higher than the fraction of

77% when all binding pocket atoms are considered. Fur-

thermore, signature pockets derived from modeled func-

tional pockets are very similar to those derived from real

functional pockets. Since amylase includes many proteins

sequences with significant sequence divergence, we believe

that similar pattern likely exists in other enzyme families.

In order to cover key conformations of the binding

surfaces, signatures of binding pockets require the avail-

ability of many protein structures. As the signatures

derived from modeled amylase structures are shown to be

very similar to signatures derived from real structures,

structures obtained through a template based modeling

method therefore may alleviate the problem of lack of

protein structures.

Conclusion

We have carried out a systematic study to assess the quality

of binding surfaces on modeled protein structures. Our

study is based on the analysis of 26,590 modeled protein

structures from 231 enzyme families obtained from tem-

plate-based comparative modeling method.

We found that functional surfaces on modeled protein

structures are generally predicted accurately, with average

pRMSD values \0.5 Å, suggesting that modeled binding

surfaces have similar shape to real binding surfaces. This

occurs even when the pocket sequence fragments of the

modeled protein and the template protein have low

sequence identity. In addition, we found that a significant

fraction of the true binding surface atoms are captured in

binding surfaces on modeled structures. When the fragment

sequence identity is C45%, modeled binding surfaces

contain on average over 77% of atoms of the true binding

surfaces on real protein structures. Further analysis based

on the amylase family suggested that when restricted to

only the key elements forming signatures of the binding

pockets, over 94% of the signature atoms are present in the

binding pockets on modeled protein structure. Our results

showed that surfaces generated by comparative models are

often very accurate and informative, and can be used with

some confidence to gain further insight into the enzyme

mechanism and enzyme function. Furthermore, we also

Fig. 8 Relationship between overall quality of modeled structures

and quality of modeled binding surfaces. a The distribution of global

Ca RMSD of 25,960 modeled proteins. Its mean value is 0.32 Å.

b The distribution of pocket-RMSD, with a mean of 0.26 Å. c The

correlation of pocket-RMSD and global RMSD (CA) of each of the

25,960 modeled protein structure. Overall, the correlation is not

strong (R2 = 0.22). d An example of predicted structure of peptide

deformylase with binding surface modeled well but whose overall

structure is in poorer quality. Here the PDB structure of 1dui was

used as the template, and a structure was built using the sequence of

the structure of 2sec. Compared to the true structure of 2sec (blue),

the modeled structure has a number of loops modeled with large

deviation from the real structure, with an overall global cRMSD of

3.9 Å. However, the region near the binding site is modeled very

accurately, and the modeled binding surface (yellow atoms) compared

to the true binding surface (red atoms) has a small pRMSD of 0.14 Å
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showed that binding surfaces generated by comparative

modeling can be used to construct template signatures of

binding pockets.
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